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Abstract

Candida albicans is the leading cause of fungal infections; yet, complex genetic interaction 

analysis remains cumbersome in this diploid pathogen. Here, we developed a CRISPR-Cas9-based 

‘gene drive array’ (GDA) platform to facilitate efficient genetic analysis in C. albicans. In our 

system, a modified DNA donor molecule acts as a selfish genetic element, replaces the targeted 

site, and propagates to replace additional wild-type loci. Using mating-competent C. albicans 
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haploids, each carrying a different gene drive disabling a gene of interest, we are able to create 

diploid strains that are homozygous double-deletion mutants. We generate double-gene deletion 

libraries to demonstrate this technology, targeting antifungal efflux and biofilm adhesion factors. 

We screen these libraries to identify virulence regulators and determine how genetic networks shift 

under diverse conditions. This platform transforms our ability to perform genetic interaction 

analysis in C. albicans and is readily extended to other fungal pathogens.

INTRODUCTION

Fungal pathogens are a leading cause of human mortality among the ever-growing 

immunocompromised population. The most pervasive cause of fungal infections is Candida 

albicans, an opportunistic pathogen present in the human microbiome1. Treating C. albicans, 

like other fungal infections, is challenging due to its close evolutionary relationship with 

their human hosts. Indeed, identifying antifungal agents without toxicity to humans has 

proven incredibly challenging – there are few classes of antifungals in clinical use and the 

emergence of antifungal resistance is common, resulting in limited treatment options for 

these deadly infections1. Additionally, C. albicans readily forms robust biofilms on medical 

devices – including urinary and venous catheters – that are highly resistant to antifungal 

treatment2 and result in the highest crude mortality rate for medical device-associated 

infections3.

A thorough understanding of the biology and pathogenesis of C. albicans demands a 

comprehensive genetic toolkit to dissect the complex cellular signaling associated with 

virulence. One of the most powerful ways to rapidly determine underlying genetic 

interactions and global network topologies is by generating double-deletion mutants and 

comparing their resultant phenotype to that of the parental single mutants4. This deceptively 

simple approach allows one to predict whether two genes operate in the same, parallel, or 

different biochemical pathways; in doing so, one can uncover roles for uncharacterized 

genes and assign new activities to previously-studied factors. To date, this type of research 

has been limited by C. albicans’ diploid nature, incomplete sexual cycle, and atypical codon 

usage. Developing new technologies to overcome these technical hurdles and facilitate large-

scale genetic analysis is of imminent importance.

The RNA-guided endonuclease Cas9 has revolutionized our ability to perform precise 

genetic modifications within a diversity of organisms, including fungal pathogens5–9. By 

changing the standard architecture of the donor DNA molecule delivered to replace the 

native genomic locus targeted by Cas9, one can create a gene drive, which is a selfish 

genetic element used as a mechanism to bias inheritance within engineered populations. A 

gene drive will readily replaces its genetic target-site and, upon mating, will propagate and 

replace the incoming wild-type locus at high efficiency10 (Figure 1). A further enabling 

technology is the discovery of rare, mating-competent C. albicans haploids, which can be 

genetically manipulated and mated to form stable diploid cells11.

Here, we develop a CRISPR-Cas9-based genome-editing platform, which we use to create 

single- and double-gene deletion mutants in C. albicans with unprecedented efficiency, and 

perform the first large-scale genetic epistasis analysis in a fungal pathogen. By exploiting 
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Cas9-based gene drives and mating competent C. albicans haploid lineages, we develop the 

‘gene drive array’ (GDA) — a strategy for tractable genome manipulation and rapid 

generation of homozygous deletion mutants in the diploid pathogen. We showcase the utility 

of this technology for the facile generation of double deletion libraries, and uncover complex 

genetic interactions underlying drug resistance and biofilm formation within this clinically 

relevant fungal pathogen.

RESULTS

A C. albicans genetic deletion technology using a Cas9-based gene drive platform

To overcome the technical limitations of performing genetic interaction analysis in C. 

albicans, we developed a CRISPR Cas9-based gene drive array (GDA) platform that can 

efficiently generate single and double homozygous gene deletions. In our system, a plasmid 

contains CAS9 and a pair of guide RNAs (gRNA) that direct Cas9 to create double-strand 

breaks in the open reading frame (ORF) of the gene targeted for deletion. The gRNA module 

is flanked by regions of homology to the sequences upstream and downstream of the Cas9-

targeted locus (Figure 1a). When Cas9 cuts the ORF, the cell uses the homologous 

sequences present within the gRNA module to repair the break; by doing so, the entire ORF 

is deleted and replaced with the targeting gRNAs, generating a “drive allele” (Figure 1b). 

When drive-containing haploid cells are mated to wild-type cells, the gRNA-modified locus 

will initiate another round of cutting, which converts the incoming wild-type allele into a 

drive-containing variant (Figure 1c). Once cells contain a functional drive, they can readily 

convert a heterozygous deletion into a homozygous deletion, facilitating the rapid generation 

of homozygous deletion mutants in this diploid pathogen.

This technology can be combined with mating-competent C. albicans haploid lineages11 to 

create higher-order genetic mutants. Transforming our gene drive into haploids and mating 

them with wild-type haploids yields diploids that are deleted for the target gene on both 

chromosomes (Figure 1c). Thus, our system functions counter to classical Mendelian 

genetics, yielding homozygous deletion strains upon mating. Similarly, mating C. albicans 

haploids that each contain a drive targeting different genes for deletion yields a diploid 

which is a homozygous double deletion for these two genes (Figure 1d). This GDA platform 

enables us to analyze higher-order genetic mutants, and positions us to conduct large-scale 

genetic interaction analysis in C. albicans.

Optimized gene-drive deletion platform in C. albicans allows for efficient and precise 
creation of homozygous single- and double-gene deletions

Designing our GDA platform in C. albicans required several optimization steps. We 

designed gene drive plasmids targeting the adenine biosynthesis gene ADE2, as deletion of 

this gene yields an easily quantifiable phenotype – red colony pigmentation. We confirmed 

that integration of C. albicans-optimized Cas9 into the C. albicans genome at the NEUT5L 

locus, in contrast to the commonly-used ACT1 locus, has no quantifiable effect on fungal 

fitness (Supplementary Figure 1). We then created 20 unique ADE2 gene drive variants, 

where we modified factors including Cas9 promoters, gRNA promoters, structural variants 

of Cas9, and gRNA target cut site(s) (Text File S1). These ADE2 gene drive variants were 
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transformed into C. albicans haploids, and ade2Δ cells were chosen based on red colony 

pigmentation. These red colonies were mated to wild-type haploids, and integration of the 

gene drive into the wild-type homologous chromosome was quantified based on the number 

of ade2Δ/ade2Δ red diploid colonies.

We found that, unlike our previous work in Saccharomyces cerevisiae where a single gRNA 

was sufficient to initiate efficient allele replacement10, it was difficult to find a single gRNA 

that was able to induce efficient driving upon mating in C. albicans (Figure 2a). The choice 

of where the guide cuts within the target gene dictates the amount of exonucleolytic 

processing required before homology to the donor template is found. Therefore, we 

hypothesized that targeting Cas9 close to the regions of homology between the gRNA donor 

arms and the wild-type locus may limit the need for extensive DNA end processing, and aid 

the cell in using the gRNA as a donor template. When we used two gRNAs targeting the 5′ 
and 3′ ends of the ADE2 gene near the regions of donor homology, we found a robust 

increase in drive efficiency (~86–98%; Figure 2a, 2b). This effect was not due to having 

more gRNA in the system, since vectors containing a tandem repeat of the same gRNA or 

two different guides targeting areas distal to the homology arms failed to increase in drive 

efficiency (Figure 2a). Whole-genome sequencing of ade2Δ/ade2Δ strains showed deletion 

of the ADE2 gene, without additional genomic deletions, confirming the specificity of our 

GDA system (Supplementary Figure 2, Supplementary Table 1).

Before generating double mutant libraries, we used FACS to quantify the ploidy and stability 

of haploid lineages over passaging and through the transformation process (Supplementary 

Figure 3). We selected the most stable haploid strains to use for genome editing. We further 

optimized media and environmental conditions for both mating and white-opaque switching 

(a precursor to C. albicans mating10,12), and confirmed that our mating-derived diploid strain 

retained virulence in a mouse model of infection (Supplementary Figure 3). We next 

assessed the ability of our system to efficiently generate diploid homozygous double-gene 

deletions. We created a haploid strain containing a LEU2 disabling drive allele and mated it 

to a haploid cell of the opposite mating type containing our previous ADE2 drive. Of the 

resulting diploid cells, ~88% were validated by PCR to be homozygous double deletions 

(ade2Δ/ade2Δ leu2Δ/leu2Δ), and showed the expected auxotrophic phenotype (Figure 2c).

Efficient creation of two large virulence gene pairwise deletion matrices

Given our ability to efficiently generate homozygous double-gene deletion mutants by 

mating, we scaled up our approach to create large pairwise gene deletion matrices. We 

selected two categories of genes to target for deletion: efflux pumps that play roles in 

antifungal resistance13, and adhesin genes involved in cellular adherence and biofilm 

formation14. We created drives targeting 10 efflux pump genes and 12 adhesin genes 

(Supplementary Table 2). The resulting constructs were transformed into MATa and MATα 
C. albicans haploids, and each MATa haploid was mated against each MATα haploid within 

the same drive set to generate diploid double deletion matrices, comprising 100 and 144 

diploid mutants, respectively (Supplementary Table 2). Given the homologous nature of the 

genes within these gene families, we performed whole-genome sequencing on several 

deletion strains to ensure the specificity of our gene drive constructs amongst closely-related 
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genes (e.g., CDR1, CDR2) (Supplementary Figure 2, Supplementary Table 3). Our 

sequencing showed that only the intended genes, and no additional genes, were deleted 

(Supplementary Figure 2, Supplementary Table 3), confirming the specificity of our GDA 

system.

We assessed the fitness of the mutant library strains by measuring growth using optical 

density of each strain and normalizing to that of the wild-type strain (Figure 3a). To identify 

epistatic relationships between the genes, we assessed genetic interactions using a 

multiplicative model15,16, which predicts double mutant fitness to be the product of the 

corresponding parental single mutant fitness measurements15–17 (Supplementary Table 4). 

Using this model, double mutants with greater than predicted fitness (positive epsilon score) 

indicate a positive genetic interaction, which may indicate genetic suppression that occurs 

when one mutation rescues the fitness defect of another, or a coequal interaction, which 

occurs when the fitness cost of the single mutants is indistinguishable from the 

corresponding double mutant15. Those with fitness levels less than predicted (negative 

epsilon score) indicate a negative genetic interaction, suggestive of genes that operate in 

parallel or redundant pathways with a common downstream function. We calculated 

significant genetic interaction scores amongst transporters, and amongst adhesins (Figure 3b, 

Supplementary Table 4), and found 24 positive interactions (~53%) and one negative 

interaction (~2%) amongst transporters, and 49 positive interactions (~74%) and no negative 

interactions amongst adhesin genes.

We evaluated concordance between reciprocal pairs in our deletion libraries (i.e., cdr1Δ 

MATa x cdr2Δ MATα vs. cdr2Δ MATa x cdr1Δ MATα) by comparing genetic interaction 

scores (epsilon, ε). Among the efflux genes, three out of 44 pairs had epsilon values with 

different signs between pairs (e.g., cdr3Δtpo3Δ), however no significant difference was 

found between epsilon values for any pair. Among the adhesin genes, all epsilon values 

between pairs had the same sign and no significant difference was found between the 

interaction scores for each pair. This analysis indicates that resultant diploid strains are 

highly reproducible and suggestive of the underlying biology rather than off-target 

mutations.

In constructing GDA libraries, we identified an unexpected synthetic lethal interaction 

between two efflux pump genes: YOR1 and TPO3. Mating together haploids containing 

gene drives targeting these genes individually yielded no diploid colonies, despite repeated 

attempts. We further validated the unviable nature of this double deletion using classic 

genetic techniques, where a wild-type or yor1Δ single mutant strain was transformed with a 

knock-out construct targeting TPO3 for deletion (or the reciprocal transformation of YOR1 

knock-out into a tpo3Δ strain). The wild-type transformation yielded significantly more 

colonies than the yor1Δ transformation (Supplementary Figure 4); 100% of yor1Δ 

transformants were found to still contain a wild-type allele of TPO3. Therefore, we were not 

able to generate this double mutant using our GDA system, or classic genetic techniques. 

This result highlights a powerful application for the GDA platform – the ability to identify 

synthetic lethal interactions based on mutants that cannot form viable diploids; identification 

of synthetic lethal interactions can in turn assist in the functional characterization of genes.
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High-throughput analysis of efflux pump genes and susceptibility to antifungal 
perturbations in C. albicans

Next, we investigated the role of efflux pump mutants in mediating susceptibility to 

antifungal stress. We grew the efflux pump deletion library in the presence of one of the 

most commonly administered antifungal drugs – fluconazole. Growth under fluconazole 

stress was assessed by optical density and normalized to wild-type growth (Figure 4a). From 

this fitness measure, we identified fluconazole-impaired growth in almost all of our double 

gene mutants. In particular we found that CDR11, a poorly-characterized ABC transporter, 

has the most widespread impact on fluconazole sensitivity. We used the multiplicative model 

to calculate a genetic interaction score amongst transporter genes in response to fluconazole 

stress (Figure 4b, Supplementary Table 4), and mapped statistically significant positive and 

negative interactions on a genetic interaction map (Figure 4c). The genetic interaction map 

highlighted two negative genetic interactions, between CDR1 and CDR2 and between TPO3 

and CDR2. CDR1 and CDR2 are clinically important for resistance to antifungal agents, as 

they are frequently found to be overexpressed in resistant strains isolated from patients18. 

Little has been described about TPO3, which we find to play an important role in 

susceptibility to fluconazole, given its profound growth defect in the absence of CDR2 

(Figure 4a, 4b).

To better understand how efflux pumps mediate susceptibility to a diversity of antifungal 

perturbations, we grew the C. albicans efflux pump deletion matrix under 24 environmental 

conditions, including stressors targeting the cell membrane, cell wall, DNA synthesis, 

protein synthesis, and other perturbations (Supplementary Table 5). We calculated cellular 

fitness and performed hierarchical clustering to evaluate growth trends across perturbations 

and knockout strains (Figure 4d). We observed that the perturbations split into two groups: 

those with fitness values less than wild-type, suggesting that C. albicans is more susceptible 

to the perturbation without the efflux pumps, and those that are similar to wild-type, 

suggesting either that the fungus is less reliant on the pumps at the tested concentrations or 

that there is greater redundancy under certain conditions. The latter is evidenced with growth 

in aluminum sulfate, where almost all mutants exhibit wild-type fitness, with the exception 

of the tpo3Δ/Δ cdr2Δ/Δ double deletion mutant, which is severely impaired in growth 

(Figure 4d). Brefeldin A is a notable exception – in this condition many mutants tolerate 

stress better than wild-type (Figure 4d), suggesting an upregulation of compensatory 

mechanisms to mediate stress tolerance. Looking at clusters across conditions can reveal 

similarities in mutant sensitivities. For example, the imidazoles (ketoconazole and 

miconazole) cluster closely together, and the triazoles (fluconazole and itraconazole) cluster 

together, but the two classes cluster away from each other. This highlights unique efflux 

pump dependencies for these two classes of azole antifungals and suggests that the triazoles 

may be less reliant on pumps or that there is more genetic redundancy regulating their efflux 

(Figure 4d).

We calculated interaction scores and find that genetic interactions vary across stress 

conditions, though are mostly positive (FIgure 4e, Supplementary Table 4). This is not 

unexpected, given that efflux pump genes likely share common cellular functions (Figure 

4e). The negative genetic interactions identified between CDR1 and CDR2 and between 
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TPO3 and CDR2 upon fluconazole treatment is conserved amongst many other conditions 

tested (Figure 4e), suggesting that these factors play redundant roles in pumping out toxic 

xenobiotics. 90.9% of the genetic interaction scores had the same sign as their reciprocal 

pair and for 95.5% of pairs no significant difference was found between the interaction 

scores – confirming the reproducibility of our mutants. These results allow us to assess 

genetic interactions between efflux pumps under stress conditions, and identify genetic 

combinations that sensitize C. albicans to antifungal perturbations.

High-throughput analysis of adhesin genes and biofilm growth in C. albicans

Finally, we addressed the function of adhesin gene deletion mutants in biofilm formation. 

The C. albicans adhesin deletion matrix was grown under biofilm-forming conditions; three 

distinct materials were used to mimic medical devices surfaces on which biofilms form19,20: 

polystyrene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and silicone. We quantified biofilm growth using an 

XTT metabolic reduction assay, assessed the ability of single and double adhesin mutants to 

form robust biofilms, and assessed epistatic relationships between adhesin genes under each 

growth condition.

We found both conserved and divergent genetic interactions between adhesin genes across 

conditions, some of which are robustly conserved. We observed a strong signature for 

positive genetic interactions between HWP2 and EAP1 across the three biofilm growth 

conditions, and conserved negative interactions between HWP1 and both ALS1 and ALS3 

(Figure 5a). Other interactions (such as ALS3 and RBT1) were found to fluctuate, 

highlighting how genetic interactions may be unique under distinct growth conditions 

(Figure 5b). Again, we found good reproducibility between reciprocal knock-out pairs, with 

93.9% of significant interaction scores having the same sign between pairs and 100% of 

pairs having no significant difference in interaction scores. Through this network analysis, 

we readily identified factors (e.g., ALS3) that serve as a highly interconnected hub of 

negative genetic interactions under all biofilm growth conditions (Figure 5a, 5b). This 

suggests that targeting ALS3 may be a powerful strategy to severely weaken the ability of C. 

albicans to form biofilms.

DISCUSSION

Here, we presented the development of GDA: a platform for the generation of combinatorial 

deletion mutants in C. albicans. Our CRISPR-Cas9-based gene drive platform has been 

adapted from a gene drive system in S. cerevisiae10, but has been significantly optimized for 

C. albicans, enabling systematic genetic interaction analysis in this fungal pathogen, which 

has unique virulence traits and many divergent cellular signaling pathways compared with S. 

cerevisiae21–23. We used our technology to determine how the multitude of drug pumps and 

cellular adhesins in C. albicans interact to govern tolerance to xenobiotics and biofilm 

formation, respectively.

Despite advances in genome editing technology, there remain challenges to manipulating C. 

albicans genetically, and creating higher-order genetic mutants. The GDA system marks an 

advance in our ability to perform efficient and higher-order genetic analysis in this pathogen; 

and given the nature of our system, it guarantees that all wild-type loci of a targeted gene are 
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fully deleted, even in spite of potential genome rearrangements. At genome scale, a 

systematic double deletion library using current state-of-the-art Cas9-based methods or older 

marker recycling approaches would require over 18 million transformations and an 

intractable amount of effort and resources (see Supplementary Note 1). In contrast, the GDA 

platform only requires a single panel of MATa and MATα haploid cells — each with a drive 

rendering targeting a single gene (~12,000 transformations). These mutant gene panels could 

then be mated en masse to create all double mutant combinations.

Our GDA screening platform allowed us to readily identify a previously uncharacterized, 

synthetic lethal interaction between transporter genes TPO3 and YOR1. Neither transporter 

is well-annotated in C. albicans, but TPO3 is predicted to have a role in polyamine transport, 

and YOR1 a role in organic anion transport, based on homology to S. cerevisiae genes24,25. 

As polyamines are critical organic cations, we hypothesize that deletion of the two factors 

simultaneously may disrupt cellular ion homeostasis, in a manner that is lethal to the cell. 

This is reinforced by the finding that S. cerevisiae orthologs YOR1 and TPO2 show similar 

genetic interaction profiles26. The fact that such an interaction has not been detected in S. 

cerevisiae may be due to its an increased redundancy of polyamine paralogs27.

Dissecting the combined roles of efflux pumps is of particular interest for the newly 

emerging fungal pathogen, Candida auris. C. auris is multidrug resistant, with some strains 

exhibiting resistance to all classes of antifungal drugs28, and genome sequencing has 

revealed that a significant portion of the C. auris genome encodes for efflux pumps29. Since 

a putative mating type locus has been identified in the genome29, it is possible that a mating-

based GDA platform — similar to the one presented here — could be developed in C. auris. 

High-throughput functional genetic analysis could prove invaluable for studying the role of 

these numerous transporter genes in this highly resistant and deadly fungal pathogen.

By focusing on adhesin genes we identified genetic combinations that render C. albicans 

unable to form robust biofilms, thereby impairing fungal pathogenesis. For example, we 

identified the adhesin ALS3 as a critical regulator of biofilm formation. While the role of 

ALS3 in biofilm formation has been established30, we uncover redundancies between ALS3 

and other adhesins, and find that deletion of ALS3, in combination with several other 

adhesin genes, severely impaired the ability of C. albicans to form biofilms on all of the 

substrates tested. Als3 has been proposed as a candidate target for invasive candidiasis 

infections31, and our work lends support for its candidacy and further highlights how 

simultaneously targeting additional adhesin proteins, such as Hwp1 or Hwp2, might 

significantly enhance the efficacy of such a therapeutic.

Outside of C. albicans, the principles uncovered within this work should enable the 

adaptation of our gene drive platform to other clinically relevant, but often neglected, fungal 

pathogens such as C. auris. Employing gene drives in higher eukaryotes has been 

considerably successful, suggesting that the principles outlined here could further enable 

gene drives to be used as a plastic genetic tool to understand complex genetic interactions in 

higher-order organisms.
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METHODS

Microbial strains

E. coli NEB 10-beta was used for cloning and was cultured in LB medium at 37°C. C. 

albicans strains were cultured in YPD medium at 30°C or 37°C. The parental haploid strains 

used in this work are the URA- MATα strain fRS29 (aka GZY803)11 (MATα his4Δ 

ura3::HIS4) and the HIS- MATa strain fRS32 (aka GZY892) (MATa ura3::imm434 

gal1::URA3 his4Δ; created from parental strain YJB12881 (Haploid XI) from11).

Plasmid construction

To construct the base NEUT5L locus integrating Cas9 drive-containing plasmids, a 

combination of Gibson assembly, genomic PCR and IDT gene blocks were employed. The 

full sequence of the integrating plasmids is shown in Supplementary Text File 1, and we 

have made the plasmids available via Addgene (Reference numbers 89576, 89577, 89578).

Sequences of the generated gene drives are shown in Supplementary Text File 1. To design 

the most effective dual gRNA containing drives, gene blocks were ordered from IDT for 

Gibson assembly into our Cas9 integrating vector, which had first been digested with 

NgoMIV. Drives were designed by taking 225 base pairs upstream and 200 base pairs 

downstream of the target region to be deleted and using those sequences as homology arms 

to aide the drive being inserted into the proper locus. The gene drives were then designed to 

contain two guide RNAs that are transcribed from a single SNR52 promoter as a tandem 

fusion, without any linker sequences between the gRNAs. Of note, to aid in the in vitro 

synthesis and amplification of the drive cassette, two different gRNA tail sequences were 

used in all dual-guide designs. The spacers for targeting the genome were selected by using 

the Broad gRNA scorer and picking the best guide that was located within 125bp of the 

homology arms that were used. If all guides were low scoring (score <0.5), new homology 

arms were chosen to enable a different region to be selected for guide targeting. Once 

designs were completed, sequences containing the 5′ homology arm-SNR52 promoter-

gRNA1-gRNA2-3′homology arm were ordered as gene blocks. An example of a gene block 

that was ordered is given in Supplementary Text File 1.

Haploid strain construction

Gene drive plasmids were linearized using PacI. The gene drive region was additionally 

amplified from the plasmid, using primers at either end of the regions of homology. 

Linearized plasmid and purified PCR products were transformed into haploid C. albicans 

cells, and selected on YPD plates containing 250 μg/ml of Nourseothricin (NAT). NAT 

resistant colonies were genotyped by PCR to confirm proper integration of the drive plasmid 

and absence of any wild-type alleles of the target gene.

Ten efflux pump haploid deletion mutants were constructed in both the MATα and MATa 
background (cdr1Δ, cdr2Δ, cdr3Δ, cdr4Δ, cdr11Δ, flu1Δ, mdr1Δ, snq2Δ, tpo3Δ, and yor1Δ). 

Twelve adhesin haploid deletion mutants were constructed in both the MATα and MATa 
background (als1Δ, als3Δ, als5Δ, als7Δ, als9Δ, eap1Δ, hwp1Δ, hwp2Δ, hyr1Δ, iff4Δ, rbr3Δ, 

and rbt1Δ). Additionally, wild-type haploid control strains were generated in both MATα 
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and MATa backgrounds by integrating a control NAT resistance plasmid containing the 

Cas9 gene but lacking a gene drive.

For synthetic lethal analysis, tpo3Δ and yor1Δ strains were constructed using a NAT-flipper 

based knockout strategy32,33, where the recyclable NAT cassette (pJK86333) was amplified 

using primers containing homology upstream and downstream of the gene targeted for 

deletion, as previously described34,35. NAT-resistant transformants were selected and 

verified for deletion, and the NAT-cassette was removed after growth in YNB-BSA media. 

For determination of synthetic lethal status, these tpo3Δ and yor1Δ strains, as well as a wild-

type haploid strain, were again transformed with the opposite deletion construct, amplified 

from the NAT cassette.

Mating and diploid strain construction

Haploid C. albicans strains were struck onto YPD pH 6.0 plates, containing 5 μg/ml 

Phloxine B, and incubated at 27°C with 5% CO2 for seven days to induce white-opaque 

switching. Pink-coloured opaque colonies were then selected for mating. a and α mating-

type colonies (HIS− and URA−) were mixed together on YPD plates and incubated at room 

temperature for 5–7 days. The patch of mating cells was resuspended in 250 μl of PBS, and 

diploid colonies were selected by plating onto SD plates to select for HIS+ URA+ diploid 

colonies. Diploid colonies were re-patched onto SD plates, and genotyped by PCR to 

confirm proper deletion of both target genes and the absence of any wild-type genes.

Deletion library construction

Two libraries were constructed, containing single- or double-deletion mutants in drug efflux 

pumps and adhesin genes, respectively. Each library was constructed by pairwise mating of 

the 10 efflux, or 12 adhesin haploid MATα x MATa mutants, yielding a library of 100 

diploid efflux deletion strains and 144 diploid adhesin deletion strains, respectively. Each 

library contains one diploid strain representing each of the single-gene deletions, and two 

independent diploid strains representing each of the possible double-gene deletions. For the 

efflux pump library, this includes 10 diploid homozygous single-gene deletion mutants, and 

two sets of 45 diploid homozygous double-gene deletion mutants. For the adhesin library, 

this includes 12 diploid homozygous single-gene deletion mutants, and two sets of 66 

diploid homozygous double-gene deletion mutants. Each library also contains wild-type 

diploid strains, generated by mating MATα and MATa, each containing a control Cas9-NAT 

plasmid, as well as wild-type diploid strains lacking the Cas9-NAT plasmid to ensure no 

effects of Cas9-NAT on any growth conditions. Both the drug efflux and adhesin libraries 

were created in duplicate versions.

Ploidy analysis

Ploidy of C. albicans lineages was assessed by FACS analysis, as previously described11. 

Briefly, strains were grown overnight in deep-well, 96-well plates in 250 μl of SDC media at 

30°C, and then subcultured 1:100 and grown for 4–6 hours to obtain mid-log phase cells. 

Cells were pelleted and resuspended in TE buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA) in a 

round-bottom, 96-well plate, and fixed with 95% ethanol, overnight at −20°C. Cells were 

then washed with TE buffer and treated with RNAse A (1 mg/ml in TE buffer), overnight at 
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37°C. Cells were then treated with proteinase K (5 mg/ml in TE buffer) for 30 minutes at 

37°C. Cells were then washed with TE and stained with SYBR green solution (1:100 in TE 

buffer) and incubated overnight, at room temperature and protected from light. The SYBR-

stained cells were then pelleted and resuspended in fresh TE buffer, transferred to a 96-well 

PCR tube plate, and sonicated in a water bath sonicator for two minutes. 20 μl of sonicated 

cells were diluted in 180 μl of TE buffer for FACS analysis. FACS analysis was performed 

on the BD LSRFortessa™ (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo software. 10,000 

cells were counted for each strain tested. Ploidy values were calculated by comparing the 

peak locations in experimental samples to those of known haploid and diploid controls.

Archiving

Haploid and diploid deletion strains were maintained in 20% glycerol stocks at −80°C in 96-

well plates, and spotted on to YPD agar plates for downstream use.

Antifungal drug testing

The diploid drug efflux pump library was screened for resistance or susceptibility to diverse 

antifungal agents and other cellular perturbations. Antifungal drugs and cellular perturbation 

conditions were selected based on susceptibility profiles of drug efflux pump mutants from 

the Candida Genome Database (CGD) (Supplementary Table 5), and susceptibility profiles 

of drug efflux pump mutant orthologs from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD). 

Overnight cultures of the library were grown in round-bottom, 96-well plates in YPD media 

at 30°C. Cells were then subcultured at a 1:100 dilution into fresh YPD media −/+ drugs in 

flat-bottom, 96-well plates, and incubated for 24–48 hours at 37°C, shaking at 900 rpm. 

Drug concentrations were chosen based on the annotations and previous literature from 

CGD and SGD, as listed in Supplementary Table 5. Growth was measured on a 

spectrophotometer, measuring optical density OD600. For each assay, two versions of the 

diploid efflux pump library, including wild-type control strains, were screened in the 

presence and absence of drug. Each drug condition was tested in duplicate assays, yielding a 

total of four replicates for each knockout

Biofilm growth

Biofilms were grown as previously described36,37, with some modifications. The adhesin 

diploid deletion library was grown overnight in 96-well plates, in YPD media at 30°C. 

Subsequently, each strain was subcultured into RPMI media (supplemented to 2% glucose), 

in 96-well plate format. Plates used for biofilm growth were made of polystyrene (Corning, 

Inc), polyvinyl chloride (PVC; Corning, Inc), or silicone (E&K Scientific). Biofilms were 

allowed to form for 24 hours, at 37°C. The biofilms were then washed twice with PBS to 

remove non-adherent cells, and resuspended in fresh RPMI media and incubated at 37°C for 

another 24 hours. Biofilms were again washed twice with PBS to remove non-adherent cells, 

and metabolic activity was measured using XTT. 90 μl of 1 mg/ml XTT and 10 μl of 320 

μg/ml phenazine methosulfate was added to each well and allowed to incubate for 2 hours at 

37°C. The supernatant was transferred to a clean 96-well plate, and absorbance was 

measured at 490 nm. For each assay, two versions of the diploid efflux pump library, 

including wild-type control strains, were screened in each of the different 96-well plates 
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(polystyrene, PVC, or silicone). Each assay was performed in duplicate, yielding a total of 

four replicates per strain.

Analysis of double-deletion mutant data

The fitness of each double-deletion mutant replicate, W, was calculated by dividing the 

OD600 growth measurements of each mutant under a given condition by the averaged 

OD600 measurements of the corresponding wild-type control strains under that same 

condition. The genetic interaction score was determined based on the deviation of the 

measured fitness from the expected fitness of the double-deletion strains38. This deviation, ε, 

was defined as: εxy = Wxy − Wx × Wy, where Wx and Wy are the fitness values for strains 

deleted for gene x and y, respectively, and Wxy is the measured fitness for the double-

deletion strain. Genetic interaction maps were generated in Cytoscape (Cytoscape 3.4.039), 

with a positive interaction defined as having an adjusted p-value<0.05 and ε>0, and a 

negative interaction defined as having an adjusted p-value<0.05 and ε<0. P-values were 

calculated between the eight measured fitness values (forward (Wxy) and reverse (Wyx) 

knockout strains from duplicate assays) and four expected fitness values (Wx × Wy from 

duplicate assays) using the Student’s t-test (two-sided) in R and adjusted for multiple 

hypotheses using the Benjamini & Hochberg method. Clustered heatmaps were generated in 

R using heatmap.240 (Warnes et al., 2016) with the dist and hclust functions, using an 

average of either the eight replicate fitness values (Wxy) or genetic interaction scores (εxy). 

Un-clustered, condition-specific heatmaps were also generated using heatmap.2; in these 

heatmaps, averages from reciprocal pairs are split between the lower and upper triangles, 

respectively, and the diagonal values represent the single knockouts. All data analyses were 

performed using RStudio41 version 1.0.136 and R version 3.2.342.

Sequencing library preparation

Sequencing library preparation was performed as described previously43,44. Bacterial strains 

were grown to saturation in LB media, and total genomic DNA was extracted from 1 ml of 

cultures using the PureLink Pro-96 Genomic Purification Kit (Life Technologies, Cat. 

K1821-04A) and quantified using Quant-iT High Sensitivity DNA Assay Kit (Life 

Technologies, Cat. Q-33120), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Dual-barcoded 

genomic DNA libraries were prepared as previously described43. Briefly, 0.5 ng of genomic 

DNA was fragmented and tagged with sequencing adaptors, using the Nextera DNA Library 

Preparation Kit (Illumina, Cat. FC-121-1030). The library was then amplified using KAPA 

Library Amplification Kits (KAPA Biosystems, Cat. KK2611) and Illumina TruSeq primers. 

PCR clean-up and DNA size selection were performed using a magnetic bead solution made 

as previously described43,45. For a subset of samples, DNA fragment size distributions were 

analyzed using High Sensitivity DNA Analysis Kits (Agilent Technologies, Cat. 5067-4626) 

on the BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies). Average DNA fragment size was ~350 bp. 

Libraries were quantified using Quant-iT High Sensitivity DNA Assay Kit and pooled so as 

to achieve approximately equal molar concentrations of each sample in the pool. Samples 

were sequenced at the Broad Institute Genomics Platform (Cambridge, MA) using the 

Illumina NextSeq platform, yielding 169 paired-reads total.
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Sequencing analysis

The FASTQC tool (www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) was used to evaluate 

the quality of the fastq files before and after treatment. The FASTX Toolkit (http://

hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) was used to remove the adaptamers (fastx_trimmer) and 

trim the ends for bps with a quality score lower than 20 (fastq_quality_trimmer). An in-

house algorithm was used to intersect the read-pairs after quality trimming. The reads were 

aligned to the C. albicans WO-1 genome (downloaded from Genbank as assembly 

GCA_000149445.2) using BWA (version 0.6.1-r104). The depth of reads at each position on 

the genome for identification of deleted genes was calculated using genomeCoverageBed 

from BEDTools (version 2.16.2), as previously described46. The depth for each gene was 

normalized to the median depth across all genes and genes having a depth of zero in all 

samples were removed. The 15 genes showing abnormal depth across samples were isolated 

using R47. The depth for the region of the gene ±1 kb were extracted for each of the 15 

samples, normalized to the median genome depth, and evaluated manually. The sequencing 

data was deposited to the NCBI Short Read Archive under Bioproject PRJNA356375.

Code availability

All custom code from this work is available from https://github.com/cbmporter/

CandidaKOanalysis

Data availability

The data sets generated and analyzed during the current study are either available in this 

published article, or from the following sources: the full sequence of the plasmids is shown 

in Text File S1, and we have made the plasmids available via Addgene (Reference numbers 

89576, 89577, 89578); the whole genome sequencing data was deposited to the NCBI Short 

Read Archive under Bioproject PRJNA356375.

Mouse model of systemic infection assay

Female BALB/c mice of 8–10 weeks were used. C. albicans yeast cells were grown in YPD 

at 30°C to log phase, harvested by centrifugation and washed twice with and resuspended in 

PBS at a concentration of 1×106 cells/ml. Each mouse (n = 8 for each C. albicans strain) was 

injected via the tail vein with 1×106 cells. 48 h after the injection, two mice from each group 

were sacrificed and both kidneys were removed, homogenized and spread, after 10-fold 

serial dilution, onto YPD plates for the enumeration of colony forming units (CFU). The rest 

of the mice were monitored daily for survival over fourteen days. Sample size determination 

was based on previous experiments, and from standard practice in the field. The assignment 

of animals into different infection groups was determine at random, and the study was 

conducted in a blinded manner, such that the experimenter was not aware of which strains 

were being infected into each mouse. All procedures of the animal experiment were 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC # 151010).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. A synthetic Cas9 gene drive system for targeted homozygous deletion in C. albicans
(a) The gene drive system can be used to target any gene in the C. albicans genome (“ORF”) 

for deletion. Cas9 has been optimized for expression in C. albicans, and two small guide 

RNAs (gRNA) are flanked by homologous sequences upstream and downstream of the ORF 

targeted for deletion. This construct is transformed into C. albicans on a plasmid that stably 

incorporates into the genome. (b) When the gene drive is transformed into C. albicans, Cas9 

is expressed and targeted by the gRNAs to regions at the 5′ and 3′ of the ORF inducing 

double-strand breaks. These double-strand breaks are repaired through homologous 

recombination, using the regions upstream and downstream of the gRNA on the plasmid as a 

repair template, leaving a complete deletion of the ORF. (c) In our system, when a C. 

albicans haploid strain containing a gene drive (orfΔ) is mated to a strain containing a wild-

type copy of the same ORF, the resultant diploid cell will be a homozygous deletion of the 

ORF (orfΔ/orfΔ) because the gene drive further propagates into the incoming wild-type 
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locus during mating. (d) Combinatorial mating of C. albicans haploids containing gene 

drives targeting different genes will result in a matrix of C. albicans diploid strains that are 

homozygous double-gene deletion mutants.
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Figure 2. Optimized C. albicans gene drive efficiently creates homozygous double-gene deletion 
strains
(a) Twenty unique gene drive constructs, targeting ADE2 for deletion, were tested for their 

driving efficiency by counting the number of red (ade−) and white (ade+) diploid colonies 

obtained upon mating a haploid ADE2 drive strain with a wild-type haploid strain. Each of 

the different gene drive variants is described in Text File S1, and contained either a single or 

double gRNA. The highest rate of gene driving to generate ade− diploids was obtained by 

constructs in which two gRNAs targeted the 5′ and 3′ end of the ADE2 gene, respectively. 

Data represents mean fraction of red colonies from duplicate transformations; error bars are 

standard deviation. (b) An example of a mating plate using construct 5′/3′ from (a). A 

haploid strain containing construct 14 was mated with a wild-type haploid lineage, and the 

resultant diploid selection plate yielded ~97% red ade− colonies. The image is representative 

of four repitions of the same mating. (c) Similar to our ADE2 design a LEU2 targeting gene 
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drive was developed. Haploid lineages containing either the LEU2 gene drive or the ADE2 

gene drive were created to generate leu- and ade- auxotrophic mutants, respectively. These 

haploid mutants were mated, and resultant diploids were leu- ade- auxotrophs. The images 

are representative of three experimental replicates.
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Figure 3. Fitness and genetic interaction analysis of two double-gene deletion virulence libraries
(a) Heatmaps depicting average fitness of single- and double-gene deletions for the efflux 

and adhesin deletion libraries. Fitness is defined as optical density (OD) at 600nm of the 

mutant normalized to OD of the wild-type parental strain. Single knockout fitness values are 

represented along the diagonal. Blue represents fitness values less than one, meaning the 

mutant grew worse than wild-type; red presents fitness values greater than one, meaning the 

knockout grew better than wild-type. The visible discrepancy among the cdr1 mutants is a 

result of these mutants having fitness values close to one, the point at which the color bar 

changes from blue to red. (b) Heatmaps depicting average genetic interaction scores, ε, of 

double-gene deletions for the efflux and adhesin deletion libraries. ε is defined as the 

difference between the measured fitness and the expected fitness (based on a multiplicative 

model (see Methods)). Blue represents a negative interaction score and red represents a 

positive interaction score; values along the diagonal are zero, indicating no interaction for 

single knockouts.
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Figure 4. Double deletion matrix of C. albicans transporter genes reveals condition-specific 
sensitivity and genetic interactions
(a) Heatmap depicting average fitness of single and double transport gene deletions under 

fluconazole perturbation. Fitness is defined as optical density (OD) at 600nm of the mutant 

normalized to OD of the wild-type parental strain. Single knockout fitness values are 

represented along the diagonal. Blue represents fitness values less than one, meaning the 

mutant grew worse than wild-type; red presents fitness values greater than one, meaning the 

knockout grew better than wild-type. (b) Heatmap depicting average genetic interaction 

scores, ε, of double transport gene deletions under fluconazole perturbation. ε is defined as 

the difference between the measured fitness and the fitness based on a multiplicative model 

(see Methods). Blue represents a negative interaction score and red represents a positive 

interaction score; values along the diagonal are zero, indicating no interaction for single 
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knockouts. (c) Genetic interaction map in which red indicates a significantly positive 

interaction and blue represents a significantly negative interaction. Significant positive 

interactions are defined as an adjusted p-value<0.05 and ε>0; significant negative 

interactions are defined as an adjusted p-value<0.05 and ε<0. The maps were generated 

using Cytoscape. (d,e) Hierarchical clustering of average fitness scores (d) and genetic 

interaction scores (e) of single and double knockouts under a diversity of antifungal 

perturbation conditions.
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Figure 5. C. albicans double adhesin deletion matrix highlights critical factors and genetic 
interactions for biofilm growth
(a) Heatmaps depicting average genetic interaction scores (ε) of single and double adhesin 

gene deletions grown on a polystyrene, PVC, or silicone biofilm. ε is defined as the 

difference between the measured fitness and the expected fitness based on a multiplicative 

model, where fitness is defined as optical density (OD) at 490nm of the mutant and 

normalized to OD of the wild-type parental strain (see Methods). Blue represents a negative 

interaction score and red represents a positive interaction score; values along the diagonal 

are zero, indicating no interaction for single knockouts. (b) Genetic interaction map in which 

red indicates a significantly positive interaction and blue represents a significantly negative 

interaction. Significant positive interactions are defined as an adjusted p-value<0.05 and 

ε>0; significant negative interactions are defined as an adjusted p-value<0.05 and ε<0. The 

maps were generated using Cytoscape
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